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PART NO. TO SUIT WHEEL TYPE

89700161 Commodore™ wheel

89700162 Mini Maxi™ Fastnet/Carbon

Wheel Accessories

Multi Tooth Wheel Disengagement Units

This is a quick, safe and efficient way to disengage the steering wheel whilst still 
allowing the system to operate. This is particularly useful when using a dual wheel 
system or operating the steering by Autopilot. The unit incorporates precision multi 
tooth gears to ensure zero backlash or play.

Note: This product cannot be retrofitted to an existing wheel and must be requested when ordering a new wheel. This 
multi-tooth disengagement unit can be added to any style newly built Lewmar wheel. For prices and part numbers of 
wheels incorporating this product please speak to a Lewmar representative.

Brake Spinner

A brake spinner is used to lock the wheel and rudder when in port or at anchor.

 ■ Lewmar uses a powerful and progressive through shaft friction brake. 

 ■ Specific to the type of wheel used. 

Rail Mount Wheel Holder

The Rail Mount Wheel Holder can be used on most boat rails to store the wheel when not in 
use, thus providing a clear area in the cockpit.

 ■ Manufactured in 316 investment cast Stainless Steel 

 ■ Designed to suit 25mm/1" taper or Parallel steering wheel shaft

 ■ Will fit 25mm/1", 28.6mm /1 1/8" & 32mm/11/4" diameter rails
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Quick Release Bi-square Wheel Nuts 

The quick release wheel nut – with a standard winch handle bi-square. As you always have a 
winch handle on hand, this is a quick and simple way to remove your wheel. The quick release 
wheel nut is available in 316 grade stainless steel, to mirror polish finish.

PART NO. FINISH FOLDING/COMMODORE WHEEL MINI MAXI WHEEL

89100143 Stainless Steel ✓

89800053 White Composite ✓

89100144 Stainless Steel ✓




